
Writing Feature Films With the Pros at UCLA
Extension Writers Program
Are you passionate about writing feature films but uncertain about where to
start? The UCLA Extension Writers Program offers an exceptional
opportunity to learn the craft of screenwriting from seasoned industry
professionals. This comprehensive program provides a unique combination
of theoretical knowledge and practical experience, empowering aspiring
screenwriters with the skills and insights necessary to succeed in the
competitive film industry.
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Unveiling the Secrets of Storytelling

The UCLA Extension Writers Program delves into the core principles of
storytelling, guiding students through the intricate process of developing
compelling and engaging narratives. Through a series of interactive
workshops and lectures, you will explore the art of crafting captivating
stories that resonate with audiences on an emotional and intellectual level.
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You will learn how to:

Develop strong and relatable characters that drive the narrative
forward

Create intricate plots that build tension and suspense

Write effective dialogue that reveals character and advances the story

Explore cinematic techniques to enhance the visual and emotional
impact of your scripts

Mastering Structure and Character Development

The program places significant emphasis on structure and character
development, recognizing their fundamental role in crafting successful
feature films. Industry experts will guide you in understanding the essential
elements of cinematic structure, including:

The three-act structure and its variations

Scene construction and sequencing

Creating a compelling inciting incident

Building tension and conflict throughout the story

Crafting a satisfying resolution

Character development is equally crucial, and the program provides
extensive guidance on creating complex and believable characters that
drive the narrative. You will explore:

Developing a character's backstory, motivations, and flaws



Using dialogue and action to reveal character

Creating believable character relationships

Exploring character arcs and transformations

Gaining Practical Experience

Beyond theoretical knowledge, the UCLA Extension Writers Program
emphasizes practical experience, providing students with multiple
opportunities to apply their skills. Through workshops and exercises, you
will:

Write and critique scenes from feature films

Develop your own original feature film scripts

Receive feedback from industry professionals

Participate in table reads and staged readings

This hands-on approach allows you to refine your writing, gain valuable
insights from experienced screenwriters, and build a strong portfolio of
work to showcase your talent to potential producers and agents.

Learning From the Industry's Best

The UCLA Extension Writers Program boasts a distinguished faculty
composed of accomplished screenwriters, producers, and directors. These
industry veterans bring their wealth of experience and expertise to the
classroom, providing students with invaluable mentorship and guidance.

You will have the opportunity to learn from:



Writers who have penned critically acclaimed and commercially
successful feature films

Producers who have shepherded films from development to
distribution

Directors who have brought iconic stories to life on the big screen

These professionals will share their insights on the craft of screenwriting,
industry trends, and the business of filmmaking. Their guidance will prove
invaluable as you navigate the competitive world of feature film writing.

Building a Network of Support

The UCLA Extension Writers Program fosters a vibrant and supportive
community of aspiring screenwriters. You will have the opportunity to
connect with fellow writers, exchange ideas, and provide constructive
feedback on each other's work.

This network of peers and mentors will provide you with ongoing support
and encouragement as you pursue your screenwriting aspirations. The
program also hosts industry events and networking opportunities, allowing
you to expand your professional connections and gain valuable exposure.

Unlocking Your Screenwriting Potential

The UCLA Extension Writers Program is an exceptional opportunity for
aspiring screenwriters to develop their craft, hone their skills, and gain
invaluable industry insights. Whether you are a novice writer seeking
foundational knowledge or an experienced screenwriter looking to elevate
your work to the next level, this program has something to offer.



If you are passionate about writing feature films and eager to learn from the
best in the industry, the UCLA Extension Writers Program is the ideal
platform to launch your screenwriting career. Embark on this transformative
journey today and unlock your potential as a master storyteller.

To learn more about the program and apply, visit the UCLA Extension
Writers Program website at www.uclaextension.edu/writersprogram.
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Paper Blood: Two of the Ink Sigil
By D.S. Otis In the world of Paper Blood, vampires and humans live side
by side, but not always in peace. The vampires are a secretive and...
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Starting Up: Critical Lessons from 10 New
Schools
Starting a new school is a daunting task, but it can also be an incredibly
rewarding one. In this article, we will examine the critical lessons
learned...
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